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What a year. 2020 saw a pandemic, related market panic, rapid market recovery, election, regime change, and retail
trading frenzy – all crammed into a year. Against this backdrop, the fund returned 12.50% for the year. This was a
decent result all things considered and the fourth consecutive year of positive returns dating back to inception, but
I do find myself a bit frustrated and focusing even more than usual on areas that can be improved.
The good: We responded calmly and dispassionately to a very challenging environment. We pounded the table in
March and April about a generational buying opportunity, and our investors responded by investing more. We were
able to reward their conviction in us with strong absolute returns for the rest of the year. We also used our
nimbleness to add a few great new companies to the portfolio at bargain prices, and we doubled down on existing
holdings that presented opportunities. The Fund avoided half the downside of the S&P 500, 1 while still capturing
three quarters of the upside for the year, an attractive risk reward tradeoff.
The bad: We leaned too aggressively into strength with our short book, with the drag resulting in us having to settle
for a decent year instead of an excellent one. Fed intervention drove the lowest quality stocks 2 – the stocks with the
worst profitability, highest debt levels, and worst returns on equity and assets – to rally an eye-popping 108.1% for
the full year. We mitigated this to a degree, but the result was still frustrating, nonetheless. We should note we do
not believe this trend to be sustainable.
Overall, any year we grow investor capital by double digits is a good year, but there are areas we know we can
improve. A perfectionist in an imperfect world and a staunch believer in continuous self-improvement, we believe
strongly that we can and should continue to evolve Blue Hawk. The first four years have been good, but our pursuit
is excellence.
In this letter, we discuss the drivers of performance for 2020 and Q4’20, the portfolio changes we made in the quarter,
our commentary on various individual holdings, and we discuss how we are positioned going forward. We also
provide commentary on some lessons learned and changes we are making to continue to improve the fund.
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**Fund incepted 1/3/17
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As of the end of Q1, March 31st, 2020
See Contributors and Detractors – FY 2020 for further analysis
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"If the job has been correctly done when a common stock is purchased, the time to sell it is -- almost
never."
- Philip Fisher
CONTRIBUTORS AND DETRACTORS – FY 2020
For the year, the long book contributed approximately 4,000 bps to performance and the short book detracted
approximately 2,400 bps.
2020 Top Contributors & Detractors
Contributors
Match Group
Microsoft
Floor and Decor
Square
Netflix
ServiceNow
Intuit
Electronic Arts
Charter Communications
Peloton
PayPal
Splunk
Total above

10.93%
5.02%
4.89%
4.36%
4.06%
3.31%
2.71%
2.19%
1.98%
1.91%
1.36%
1.34%
44.05%

Detractors
Specialty Retail – Short
Index ETFs – Short
Entertainment – Short
Automobiles – Short
Automobiles – Short
Entertainment – Short
Technology – Short
Index Put Options
Automobiles – Short
Specialty Retail – Short
Total above

(6.50%)
(5.48%)
(3.20%)
(2.59%)
(1.90%)
(1.86%)
(1.78%)
(1.36%)
(1.22%)
(0.85%)
(26.74%)

*Represents contributors >130 basis points and detractors >85 basis points

Top Contributors
Our top contributors in 2020 came from the long book, led by three of our core holdings: Match Group, Microsoft,
and Floor & Decor. New holding Square was the next top contributor and ended the year as the third largest holding
in the portfolio. Other top contributors were a mix of legacy holdings (Netflix, ServiceNow, Intuit, Electronic Arts)
and newer holdings (Charter Communications, Peloton, PayPal, and Splunk).


Match Group, our largest holding coming into 2020, had another great year with the stock rising 80% and
contributing over 1,000 bps to performance. We discussed at length in previous letters how the spin-off
from IAC would be a great catalyst for the stock, and this played out nicely. Looking forward, the pandemic
has been a significant positive for the company. The closing of restaurants and bars has forced dating online,
accelerating the adoption curve and pulling forward demand by 5 to 10 years. This greatly increases new
users at the top of funnel, both significantly increasing potential paying customers and growing Match’s
already dominant network effects. This only increases our conviction in the company going forward, and
we think the company remains significantly undervalued today. We originally started buying the stock
December 2017 at $26, a 5x at today’s prices.
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Floor & Decor contributed almost 500 bps to performance as low interest rates buoyed the housing market.
The company briefly paused their 20% annual unit store growth plans amid the pandemic, then reiterated
their intention to resume expansion in 2021. With 20% store growth and mid to high single digit comps, we
think FND can be a mid to high twenties or greater top-line grower with margin upside for years to come.
We think the stock remains significantly undervalued today. We originally started buying the stock around
$27 in 2018, a 4x at today’s prices, and we would not be surprised if this stock doubled again over the next
2-3 years. We discuss later in the letter why we may make this our biggest position going forward.
Square was a new addition to the portfolio in 2020 and added 436 bps to performance since it was first
bought in the summer. It is currently our third largest holding.
Netflix and Microsoft round out the top five. Both are stocks we have held since inception of the fund, first
buying Netflix at $142 and Microsoft at $62 originally in early 2017, a 4x and 3.5x return respectively over
the four-year period.

Top Detractors
All our top detractors came from the short book, as the initial shock from the pandemic was followed by a massive
appreciation in asset prices. Additionally, various index ETFs and puts, meant to hedge the portfolio in case the
market made another big move downward, detracted a combined 684 bps.
Q4 was a continuation of full year trends, especially on the short side. Two factor currents made shorting very
difficult for year: nosebleed rallies in both low quality stocks and high short interest stocks.
For US companies larger than $1 billion market cap, the bottom decile of companies as measured by quality
(operating margin profitability, debt leverage, return on assets, and return on equity) produced a staggering average
return of 108.1%, compared to an 18.7% return for the highest quality decile of companies. The second lowest
quality decile produced a 67.5% return compared to a 27.1% return for the second highest quality decile. We have
a strong quality bias, so this trend was painful, although we do not believe sustainable.
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Returns by short interest tell the same story. The companies with the highest and second highest short interest as a
percent of float – the most shorted companies (US >$1B market cap) – returned an average of 90.7% and 84.6%
respectively for the full year. This compares to 14.7% and 14.5% for the companies with the lowest and second
lowest short interest as a percent of float by decile – the least shorted companies (US>$1B market cap).
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2020 Return by Short Interest Decile - Avg
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We recognized these market dynamics to a degree, and thus increased our net exposure to the highest level that we
have had since inception, as well as reducing our short exposure, particularly in Q4. This mitigated some of the
massive market-wide short squeeze and pumping of low-quality stocks, but our remaining short exposure was still
painful.

Blue Hawk Historical Gross and Net Exposure
175.0%

GROSS EQUITY EXPOSURE

NET EQUITY EXPOSURE

150.0%
125.0%
100.0%

Avg = 68.8%

75.0%
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25.0%

We do not believe these dynamics are sustainable, as we have stated, but we fully understand that they can last
longer than one thinks. We think they will continue into 2021, until monetary policy tightening starts to shift into
investors’ focus, whenever that may be.
NOTABLE CHANGES TO THE PORTFOLIO – Q4’203
Q4 was another active quarter for us as we continued to retool the portfolio to prepare for the next cycle of growth.
We focused on concentrating the portfolio into our highest conviction names and most differentiated insights.
We added three new core positions: Lyft, Airbnb, and Pinterest. We also meaningfully added to our position in Floor
& Decor. We completely exited our position in Electronic Arts and trimmed our stakes in Facebook, Microsoft, and
ServiceNow. We also exited Peloton after the stock price doubled from where we initiated our position no more
3
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than three months prior. The valuation continued to run up quickly, to the point where we thought the risk/reward
tradeoff was much better in other parts of the portfolio.
Note – Even with this increased activity level and turnover, we realized net loss for tax purposes (albeit modest),
minimizing any near-term tax liabilities for taxable investors. Tax optimization is not a focus of ours, but the nature
of the strategy – long-term holding periods for our winners and realizing losses from the short portfolio – tends to be
very tax-efficient.
On the short side, we covered many of our shorts at various points throughout the quarter. The combination of the
continuation of a historic market short squeeze combined with the very positive news on vaccine effectiveness led
us to cover names with high short interest or high economic “recovery” exposure as we addressed above.
Our net exposure increased from 82% at the end of Q3 to 94% at the end of Q4. We plan to maintain flexibility until
the environment normalizes.
COMMENTARY: UPDATES ON PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS
Airbnb (ABNB) – We typically avoid new issues, with ABNB being a rare exception. ABNB fits right into our
wheelhouse as a leader in a promising industry, with a disruptive business model, unique company culture, massive
addressable market, and a name synonymous with a category (“got an Airbnb for the weekend”). Towards the end
of the year, the narrative of the hot IPO/SPAC environment we found to be fitting, with exception. We believe
grouping ABNB into this category is a mistake. The IPO was botched, but the mistake was the initial offering price
being far too low in this case. We believe the reason for this initial mispricing was the proximity of the IPO to the
vaccine effectiveness data release. The data turned out to be much better than anticipated, a blue-sky result, causing
a drastic change in the outlook for travel and lodging, the industry in which ABNB operates. Bayes Theorem in action,
people typically have a bias when incorporating new information, in that they do not adjust their view as quickly as
they should, and the vaccine data release required an almost complete reversal of views.
Back to the company, we started buying on day one and continued to build a position into the $120s and $130s. A
founder-led firm, we believe the company has an excellent management team, a very attractive growth profile with
many levers at their disposal, and embedded optionality due to their attractive position in the travel ecosystem (and
minimal reliance on Google). The most underappreciated aspect of the story is the attractiveness of the financial
model. Not many IPOs come along that get us excited, but we believe the future is bright for this young company.
We will reveal more details about our thesis in future letters.
Pinterest (PINS) – we posted a presentation we put together on the Pinterest investment case on our website here:
https://bluehawkinvestors.com/investor-letters-and-research/. We provide the executive summary here, and
please follow the link to see the investment case in depth.
1.

PINS offers some of the most valuable real estate for e-commerce advertising in the world – consumers
with high purchase intent searching for inspiration/ideas prior to making up their minds, meaning they can
be influenced (aka true digital shopping).

2.

Previously focusing on the user experience and user growth, the company has begun its transition to the
next step in the social media roadmap – building out the business side of the equation and developing
tools to ramp up monetization. The current focus is advertiser self-service, tools to demonstrate
advertising ROI, and partnerships to improve and increase clickable inventory.
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3.

We are in the early days for PINS monetization, as the site has become a massive lead generation engine
for SMBs and large CPGs alike, touching all stages of the marketing funnel.

Lyft (LYFT) – We purchased a meaningful position in LYFT in the quarter, accumulating the position beginning in the
low $40s. A tactical position that we are hopeful can evolve into an investment, Lyft is a ride-sharing company
operating primarily in the US. A massive TAM in a duopolistic industry structure, we are betting changes in industry
structure, driven by new legislation and pandemic driven cost cutting, have removed the bear case for the stock. We
prefer Lyft over Uber as we believe Lyft is more of a recovery pure-play and we think the strategic value of the Lyft
asset provides a floor and enhances the risk/return of the investment. Lyft trades roughly at parity to the S&P 500
on a normalized EV/Revenue basis despite a greater than 5x top-line growth profile and a superior profitability
profile at maturity. We believe the stock is significantly undervalued.
Floor and Decor (FND) – FND has become a top weight, so we thought it worthwhile to address in the letter, adding
to our previous commentaries around the name. We have a very high bar for the companies in our portfolio –
typically best-in-class management teams, large addressable opportunities, attractive cash flow characteristics, and
defensible competitive advantages with a 20% or greater IRR – so how do we select FND as a favorite? What gives
us the conviction?
First, the external environment in which the company operates is highly supportive due to low interest rates, home
improvement budgets increasing with more time spent working from home, and the likely improvement in China/US
relations with the new administration potentially easing tariff pressure on flooring imports (~30% sourced from
China). Next, the competitive landscape is very positive as well, due to FND’s niche focus and cost advantages driven
by their direct to manufacturer supply chain – competitors use broker intermediaries – as well as their unique store
model. Furthermore, the opportunity is still very early as stores are mainly in regional clusters with low penetration
levels, and FND is positioned to move into tangential products. Finally, FND has an A+ management team that we
respect and entrust as stewards of capital.
From a stock perspective, FND is entering the sweet spot for growth companies, the $10B - $20B market
capitalization range. Most importantly, the stock is significantly undervalued in our view.
To summarize, the qualitative and quantitative stories are very compelling, with external factors highly supportive
and an attractive valuation. We have high conviction in the company and the setup, and we find ourselves excited
to partner with a great team.
CONTRIBUTORS AND DETRACTORS – Q4’20
The long book contributed approximately 1,700 bps to gross performance, while the short book detracted roughly
800 bps.
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Q4’20 Top Contributors & Detractors
Contributors
Match Group
Square
Floor and Decor
ServiceNow
PayPal
Intuit
Pinterest
Peloton
Total above

5.11%
3.45%
3.11%
1.03%
0.94%
0.89%
0.81%
0.80%
16.15%

Detractors
Specialty Retail – Short
Automobiles – Short
Automobiles – Short
Index ETFs – Short
Technology – Short
Splunk
Industrials – Short
Total above

(2.87%)
(1.38%)
(1.23%)
(1.08%)
(0.84%)
(0.83%)
(0.74%)
(8.99%)

*Represents contributors >80 basis points and detractors >70 basis points
Source: Interactive Brokers, Blue Hawk analysis

Top Contributors
Our top contributors once again came from the long book, led by Match Group, Square, Floor & Decor, ServiceNow,
and PayPal.
Top Detractors
Our top detractors came from the short book, as the strong market rally continued – particularly within low quality
and higher short interest names as discussed earlier in the letter. Shorts in Specialty Retail, Automobiles, and
Technology, as well as short index ETFs were the top detractors. We are brief here as most of what we wrote in the
full year contributors/detractors is applicable here as well.
One name of note we wanted to highlight is Splunk, the worst performing long in the quarter. A disappointing Q3’20
and high investor expectations led to a precipitous 23% drop in one trading session following the report. We believe
the stock is offering a rare opportunity, as uncertainty caused by the company’s business model transition from
license to cloud, among other transitory factors, has spooked investors. This is a very high-quality company with
mission-critical software, an attractive competitive position with distribution that will be very challenging to
dislodge, and the opportunity to move into tangential opportunities via acquisition. We look at ServiceNow as an
applicable comp, which is very high praise. In addition, we think the stock is an under-the-radar recovery play with
a very undemanding valuation, rare in the software space. Splunk remains a top five position at year-end.
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Q4 Rallies in Low Quality (Junk) and High Short Interest – A Continuation of Full-Year Trends
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STRUCTURE, COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES, AND CONSTANT EVOLUTION
Lessons Learned
I look at the year in two parts. The first part, January through March/April, we provided an attractive risk/return
profile (upside/downside) and managed downside risk very effectively. At the end of Q1, the S&P 500 was down 20%
with the fund down 10% – only half the downside of the index.
The second part of the year – May through December – the government’s infusion of liquidity into the markets drove
up asset prices across the board, with the lowest quality assets rebounding the most dramatically. Our short book
provided a drag on performance, and we lagged the index over this time period.
For the full year, the fund ended up 12.5% net with the S&P 500 up 16.2% - the fund capturing 77.5% of the upside.
Half the downside with three quarters upside is a great exchange and consistent with our historical upside/downside
capture overall, but the second half of the year could have been better.
We could hide behind factors – low quality and high short interest relative outperformance as highlighted above –
moving against us in the second half and be pleased with a solid year, but that is not my nature. There are lessons
here – applicable to the future – and structure improvements I believe we can make to implement the lessons and
take advantage of them should they recur.
Government officials believe a strong link exists between the health of the stock market and the economy, leading
to government action (as we saw this year) during times of market stress. The new Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen
has gone on record saying she believes the Federal Reserve should buy equities in times of extreme duress, an even
more dovish position than her predecessors. In essence, as the Fed/Treasury/Congress enacts accommodative
measures, a portion of risk is shifted from equity holders to taxpayers overall. My personal views on the fairness of
this action are not relevant here nor discussed; my job is to allocate our investors’ capital to the best of our ability,
and thus we must make what we feel to be the optimal decision considering the circumstances. And these policies
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are very beneficial for equity holders due to the risk shift. Again, what is important to look at here is not what is right
or what should happen, but what exists.
Government intervention – specifically the easing and tightening of accommodative monetary policies – changes
investor behavior in predictable ways. With the perceived government backstop, the increase in liquidity flows to
the highest risk, lowest quality assets – areas that we typically like to bet against.
Convention holds that when a long/short manager adjusts his or her net exposure, he or she is adjusting risk in the
pursuit of returns. I believe this is true in normalized environments. But there are situations in which my thinking
has evolved, and I now believe that in these environments, reducing the size of one’s short book, and thus increasing
overall portfolio net exposure, can reduce risk.
Making Adjustments – Shifting a Default
On the long side, we do not believe liquidity changes the worth of an asset, thus not much will change here. We may
seek to be a bit more opportunistic in times of crises, but this change would be marginal, as we already do this to a
degree.
The major implications are for shorting. We have created the expectation – both in our minds and with how we have
communicated – for the short book to remain pegged to a certain fixed percentage consistently, no matter the
circumstances. The rationale behind this is the belief that timing the market is very challenging and not repeatable.
Set one’s target exposure, forget it, and focus on other factors.
It is possible this past year is an aberration, or the Fed/Treasury/Congress shifts its policy framework and the
conclusions from this piece are never put into practice. In addition, we believe strongly each situation is unique and
should be analyzed as a unique event. But going forward, we are going to shift our default. If we see significant
accommodative policy changes, our default will be to look to reduce our short book exposure, unless proven
otherwise, and vice versa. The burden will be placed on disproving our new default. Then, down the line, as the
market normalizes, we will look to layer on and resume our typical short book exposure as the opportunities present
themselves.
To summarize, we are careful not to overreact to results over process, but we do think there is an important investing
lesson to be had. That is, with our bias towards shorting low-quality companies, when a significant change in
monetary policy occurs, specifically accommodative monetary policy in this scenario, we will evaluate our short book
exposures, anticipating changing investor behavior to be the likely result.
CONSTANT EVOLUTION
The question of how we can improve, to maximize the value we are delivering to our investors and our stakeholder
ecosystem, is never far from my mind. To this end, we are constantly talking to other investors (many of whom are
smarter than us) in the pursuit of learning and evolving. But lately I have also been reflecting more on our
competitive advantages and the way that we can best structure the firm and the portfolio to benefit our investors,
as we enter our fifth year at Blue Hawk. In the back half of the year, I had two conversations around this theme that
really stuck with me. One was with an emerging manager who was in my position not too long ago and now is a
rising star. The second was with an investor on the other side of the table, an allocator with a long, successful history
of backing young, under the radar funds. These conversations crystallized for me the ways in which structure can
become a competitive advantage, and they acted as a catalyst to call our investors and start putting into motion
some ideas I had been weighing. These changes are summarized in the below section.
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Focus at the Intersection of Core Strengths and Customer (Investor) Needs
The goal in organizational design is to build a structure that maximizes a core skill, a competitive advantage – a
structure that most efficiently translates this unique skill and competitive advantages into the ultimate value
delivered to the end customer, our investors in this case. I hope to do this by simplifying, focusing, and forming a
structure that magnifies our core strengths and mitigates our weaknesses. But first what I believe to be our
competitive advantages/core skills:
Our core strength, supported by the fund’s track record and my record pre-Blue Hawk, is in finding stocks of great
under-the-radar companies – the next wave of FAANG.4 I believe this is because of my unique experiences and
background. As a junior employee at a large mutual fund company, I desperately wanted to gain the respect of the
Portfolio Managers (PMs) – PMs with some Hall of Fame-level track records. The firm had hundreds of analysts
covering all major stocks, so the only way to do this was to discover under-the-radar stocks that were either not
covered by the analysts or the analysts had overlooked. With mentoring and experience, I was able to develop what
I believe to be a unique skill set, which now sits as the foundation of our investing at Blue Hawk.
There are two other competitive strengths I think are worth highlighting. First, our size gives us great nimbleness.
We can capitalize on opportunities others cannot, such as building a significant position in Airbnb this past quarter,
as well as lower liquidity names such as Match Group, Blue Buffalo, and Floor and Decor, historically. We also will
not have a problem unwinding these positions if need be, even if they become large weights in our portfolio. Capacity
constraints force diversification at many larger funds, a constraint we do not have, thus our structure should aim to
maximize this core advantage as well. Lastly, with a single decision maker, we can act decisively and make changes
quickly if needed; we do not rely on committees or bureaucracy.
This is a bit of a digression but very important nonetheless. It is vital for a business to be aware and hyper-focused
on their core competencies, find customers (investors) whose needs align with this core skill, and create a vibrant
ecosystem of value exchange. In our case, investors’ needs align with our core skill, and the shifts we are making are
aimed at focusing on this intersection. They have sufficient existing exposure to the FAANGs – be it through index
holdings or larger funds – so this is not where we can add the most value. The better driver of value, particularly for
a “start-up” type fund like us, is in finding the next wave of special companies that are less-widely held and are
poised to post special growth into the future. That is why I believe a shift in this direction is in all stakeholders’ best
interest.
A More Focused, Concentrated Structure
To that end, we are explicitly stating that we will make these types of names – the next wave of great companies –
the core of the portfolio. We have increasingly been doing this in the past two years (versus the first two years, when
FAANG names were a bigger weight for us), and we are now formalizing the change. We are also relaxing the 12% 5
position limit to allow us to make significant bets on names that we believe provide exceptional risk/return profiles.
In addition, we are reducing the target number of holdings in the fund, although stopping short of formalizing a
specific target number to maintain flexibility. A fund of twenty longs and ten shorts is too many stocks for a small
fund to monitor, which weakens the fund’s core strengths. Our sweet spot should be a fund of 8-12 differentiated
insights and bets, plus a handful of smaller ideas being incubated. Ten unique insights is a full portfolio in our
experience, while enabling the right amount of focus on each name. The fund’s structure should align with this.

4
5

“FAANG” is a common acronym for Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, and Google
At time of purchase
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I believe a more focused structure will increase the value we can deliver to our investors by facilitating playing to
our strengths, using our focus and nimbleness to our advantage, and concentrating on our differentiated insights.
We will also aim for continuous improvement going forward, organizational structure and otherwise, in the pursuit
of maximizing our advantages.
Shorting
Where does shorting fit in? A challenge with shorting is that shorting and concentration tends to be a bad
combination. A manager is almost forced to hold a diversified book, increasing the number of holdings, which can
bog down the fund and dilute focus. Going forward, we are going to refocus on only holding shorts in which we have
high conviction, while maintaining our typical position sizing. If that means our exposure drifts up or we find
ourselves shorting ETFs to fill out the short book, we are okay with that. Our short exposure will be dynamic, and we
will communicate clearly if we make changes in how we think about this part of the portfolio.
A core internal principle that we have just started to vocalize is that investment decisions drive our decision-making,
with everything else secondary. The corollary to this is that maintaining effective communication is vital, especially
when changes are being made. To say this another way, effective communication is necessary to maintain
nimbleness and the smooth linkage of communication, trust, and investment decisions can be a strong competitive
advantage. We strive to always communicate effectively with our stakeholders, especially during times of intense
stress, change, or uncertainty.
To summarize:




We are making changes to our portfolio structure aimed at maximizing our competitive strengths, notably
in reducing the overall number of holdings and eliminating constraints on long position sizing.
We will become more flexible overall, specifically in how we manage our net and short exposures –
particularly in non-normal market environments.
We will look to update our monthly report going forward to better align with how we invest and make the
report more valuable for investors. We will continue to look for other changes to make to continue to
improve the fund.

OPERATIONAL UPDATE
Mike Kellett will be leaving us in the middle of February. We greatly thank him for the significant contribution he
made to the firm and the fund, and we wish him the best of luck in pursuing his next venture, whatever that may
be. We know the future is bright for him, and we will continue to stay in touch with him going forward. We will not
replace his position at this time.
As always, we thank our investors for their continued support. Please feel free to reach out with any questions.
Sincerely,

Jake DuBois, Managing Member
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APPENDIX
Holdings as of 12/31/2020
Holding
Match Group, Inc.
Floor & Decor Holdings, Inc. Class A
Square, Inc. Class A
Splunk Inc.
Lyft, Inc.
Charter Communications, Inc. Class A
ServiceNow, Inc.
Airbnb, Inc. Class A
Microsoft Corporation
Pinterest, Inc. Class A
Intuit Inc.
PayPal Holdings Inc
Netflix, Inc.
Facebook, Inc. Class A
Other
Total Long
Total Short
Total Net

Weight
16.7%
15.1%
11.8%
8.1%
8.0%
6.9%
6.9%
6.7%
6.1%
5.4%
5.4%
5.3%
4.7%
4.4%
1.2%
112.7%
(18.7%)
94.0%
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DISCLOSURES
Performance Calculations:
Valuations and returns are stated in US Dollars. The calculation of gross-of-fees returns reflects the aggregate performance of all
investors minus trading commissions. The calculation of net-of-fees returns reflects the aggregate performance of all un-affiliated
investors. This specific share class is subject to the deduction of a 1% management fee and 15% incentive fee with a high-water
mark. Net returns are also net of operating expenses, which includes an administration fee, audit fee, and other miscellaneous
operating expenses. We believe this return best reflects the performance a typical investor would have achieved. Please refer to
the Private Placement Memorandum for a full list of operating expenses.
Past performance does not guarantee future results. Please see the Private Placement Memorandum for a full list of disclosures.
Blue Hawk Investment Group, LLC (“the General Partner”) is not registered as an investment adviser with the Securities and
Exchange Commission or any state’s securities commission. The limited partnership interests (the “Interests”) in Blue Hawk
Fundamental Growth Fund, LP (the “Fund”) are offered under a separate private placement memorandum (the “PPM”), have not
been registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act"), or any State's securities laws, and are sold for
investment only pursuant to an exemption from registration with the SEC and in compliance with any applicable state or other
securities laws. Interests are subject to restrictions on transferability and resale and may not be transferred or resold except as
permitted under the Securities Act and applicable state securities laws. Investors should be aware that they could be required to
bear the financial risks of this investment for an indefinite period of time. A prospective investor should only commit to an
investment in the Fund if such prospective investor understands the nature of the investment and can bear the economic risk of
such investment. The Fund is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. The Fund may lack diversification, thereby increasing the
risk of loss. The Fund's performance may be volatile. There can be no guarantee that the Fund's investment objectives will be
achieved, and the investment results may vary substantially from year to year or even from month to month. As a result, an investor
could lose all or a substantial amount of its investment. In addition, the Fund's fees and expenses may offset its profits. There are
restrictions on withdrawing and transferring interests from the Fund. In making an investment decision, you must rely on your own
examination of the Fund and the terms of the PPM. The information herein is not intended to provide, and should not be relied
upon for, accounting, legal, or tax advice or investment recommendations. You should consult your tax, legal, accounting, or other
advisors about the matters discussed herein. The Fund's ability to achieve its investment objectives may be affected by a variety of
risks not discussed herein. Please refer to the PPM and related documents for additional information regarding risks and conflicts of
interest. Past performance is not indicative or a guarantee of future results. No representations or warranties of any kind are made
or intended, and none should be inferred, with respect to the economic return or the tax consequences from an investment in the
Fund. No assurance can be given that existing laws will not be changed or interpreted adversely. Prospective investors are not to
construe this presentation as legal or tax advice. Each investor should consult his or its own counsel and accountant for advice
concerning the various legal, tax, ERISA and economic matters concerning his or its investment. No person other than the General
Partner has been authorized to make representations, or give any information, with respect to these membership interests, except
the information contained herein, and any information or representation not expressly contained herein or otherwise supplied by
the manager in writing must not be relied upon as having been authorized by the company or any of its members. Any further
distribution or reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of its contents, is prohibited. Any
reproduction or distribution of this document or accompanying materials, if any, in whole or in part, or the divulgence of any of its
contents is prohibited. The information set forth herein does not purport to be complete and no obligation to update or otherwise
revise such information is being assumed. It is meant to be read in conjunction with the Fund’s PPM prepared in connection
herewith, and does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an
offer or solicitation is not authorized or in which the making of such an offer or solicitation would be unlawful. The information
contained herein does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate an investment in the Fund. The
information herein is qualified in its entirety by reference to the PPM, including, without limitation, the risk factors therein.
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